Lifetime of (π the origin Ψ 1 (0), the binding energy of the S-state E 1 ), the difference of the S-wave ππ scattering lengths and the energy shift ∆E 1 of the level due to the strong interactions:
view, interest in the experiment on measurement of the (π + π − ) atom lifetime stems primarily from the fact that it allows one to determine the difference of the S-wave ππ scattering lengths a 0 0 − a 2 0 with the total isospin 0 and 2 in a model-independent way with a 5% accuracy. The obtained experimental information about ππ scattering lengths can provide a decisive test of predictions of the chiral theory [2] . Recently, high precision experiments on the measurement the characteristics of both the pionic hydrogen [3] and pionic deuterium [4] have also been performed.
For the first time the expression relating τ n to the combination of the S-wave hadronic scattering lengths has been obtained in the paper [5] . In this paper in the framework of the nonrelativistic quantum mechanics the atoms formed of the proton and π − meson were considered. The main idea of that paper consisted in the factorization of the strong and electromagnetic contributions to the width of the (pπ − ) atom decay into the pair n − π 0 .
Namely, it was assumed that the energy spectrum of the (pπ − ) bound state was almost fully determined by the Coulomb potential as the Borh radius of the atom r B ≃ 222 fm was much larger than the strong interaction range. On the other hand, strong interactions were responsible for the decay of the atom. In the lowest-order approximation in the fine-structure constant α the atom decay width was written in a form of the product of the square of the pure Coulombic wave function (w.f.) at the origin and the square of the difference of the S-wave πN scattering lengths [5] . In ref. [6] the analogous formula has been obtained for the case of π + π − atom decay in the nS state (see [7] for the corrected expression)
Here the isotopic invariance of pure strong interactions was assumed, relating the charge exchange amplitude at threshold A(
) to the scattering lengths in the I = 0 and I = 2 isotopic channels. The denominator 1 + 2/9m π ∆m π (2a In refs. [8, 9] the strong interaction corrections to the atom Coulombic w.f. Ψ n (0) have been estimated, taking into account the contribution coming only from the discrete spectrum. It was demonstrated that the strong correction ∆Ψ 1 (0) to Ψ 1 (0) was of an order of 10 −3 . However, if in the calculations the continuous Coulombic spectrum is taken into account, it is easy to demonstrate that this leads to the drastic modification of the atom w.f. at the origin. The firstorder perturbative estimate yields the result
Consequently, the inclusion of strong interactions leads to the essential modification of the Coulombic w.f. of the atom at the origin. This does not contradict the statement that strong interactions give a small contribution to the parameters of the (π + π − ) bound state, since the latter implies that the matrix elements of the strong interaction potential are small compared to the matrix elements of the Coulombic potential. The w.f., in its turn, is not an integral characteristic of the system, and it is essentially modified near the origin where, as is expected from the beginning, strong interactions should give rise to a sizeable contribution. On the other hand, it is the Coulombic w.f. that enters into the expression (1) whereas the entire contribution from the strong interactions is concentrated in the ππ scattering lengths. Consequently, the inclusion of strong interactions in the atom w.f. can be regarded as "double counting" and leads to the erroneous predictions for the A 2π lifetime.
In the framework of the multichannel potential theory the strong and electromagnetic corrections to the observable characteristics of ππ atom have recently been calculated in ref. [10] . The strong corrections to the formula (1) were calculated in the effective range approximation (see, also [11] ) and given in a form of the series with an expansion parameter equal to A/r B where A denotes the strong ππ scattering amplitude at threshold. Since r B is inversely proportional to the fine structure constant, these series, in some sense, can be thought to be an expansion in this constant of the strong amplitude in the presence of Coulombic interaction. Further, in the chiral theory the ππ scattering amplitude is obtained in the limit m π = m π 0 . Consequently, for the comparison of the chiral theory predictions with the high-precision experimental data it was necessary to evaluate the effect which stems from the finite m π − m π 0 mass difference. In these calculations as well as during the evaluation of the electromagnetic corrections the knowledge of the explicit form of strong interaction potential was required. Moreover, it turned out that the corrections are rather sensitive to the particular choice of strong interaction potential [10] .
However, in view of the forthcoming experiment on A 2π which will provide a consistent test of the chiral theory predictions, it is necessary to calculate "strong" corrections directly with the use of the chiral Lagrangian, without any reference to the concept of phenomenological ππ potential which is a source of an additional ambiguity in the evaluation of the atom observables.
On the other hand, in ref. [12] electromagnetic correction to the π + π − atom lifetime formula has been calculated. This correction is caused by the dynamical retardation effect in the onephoton exchange kernel of Bethe-Salpeter equation for the atomic wave function. It turned out that this pure electromagnetic correction (4α/π) is of the same order of magnitude as the strong corrections and thus can not be neglected (in the lowest order these corrections enter additively into the formula for the atom lifetime).
The aim of the present investigation is to present a self-consistent field-theoretical framework for the description of the strong decay of the π + π − atom on the basis of the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) approach. In this framework, an unambiguous factorization of the strong and electromagnetic contributions to the expression for the A 2π lifetime is achieved. The first-order perturbative corrections due to strong interactions in the expression for the atom lifetime are calculated without specifying a concrete form of the strong ππ interaction.
The (π + π − ) atom lifetime is calculated according to the well-known formula [13] 1
where λ is the well-known kinematic triangle function and M = 2m π − E B ≈ 2m π is the atom mass, E B being the binding energy of the A 2π .
After simple transformations we have
In the calculations of T (A → π 0 π 0 ), we start from the standard expression for the transition amplitude for the reactions involving bound states [14, 15, 16 ]
where P µ denotes the total 4-momentum of the π + π − atom and k µ is the relative 4-momentum of two π 0 mesons produced in the decay process. In the c.m.f. P µ = (P 0 , 0), k 0 = 0, | k| = 
into account in the w.f.χ P , thus resolving the "double counting" problem (see, e.g. [16] ). The w.f. of the π + π − atom obeys the BS equation
The reason why expression (4) is not convenient for our purpose is twofold. First, the w.f.χ P contains the strong interaction contributions. Second, the irreducible kernel (G
teraction diagrams and, therefore, cannot be directly related to the experimentally measured charge exchange amplitude. In order to overcome this difficulty, we transform (4) into the form which is more convenient for further investigations. Namely, we "transfer" all diagrams corresponding to the strong π + π − interaction from the BS w.f.χ P to the irreducible kernel for the π + π − → π 0 π 0 transition. To this end, we split the kernel of Eq. (5) into two parts:
where V e denotes the instantaneous Coulombic potential and V ′ stands for the rest including, in particular, all strong interaction diagrams and the piece of one photon exchange diagram responsible for the dynamical retardation effect. It should be pointed out that this decomposition is rather arbitrary; however, for our purpose it is convenient to choose it in the form given above. From a physical point of view, this corresponds to a picture in which the instantaneous Coulombic interaction is basically responsible for the formation of the bound state whereas all other contributions are small and can be taken into account perturbatively.
Let us now define the new w.f.
is the mass of the bound state calculated taking into account of only the instantaneous Coulombic interaction and C is the normalization constant, which will be defined below. Substituting (6) into (5), it is easy to verify that the new w.f.ψ P * obeys the BS equation (5) with the displacements V π + π − →π + π − → V e and M → M * . The result of the action of the operators in (6) depends on the order of limiting procedures. The correct result is obtained if we assume, e.g.,
Substituting the expression (6) into (4), we get
Expression (7) is better suited for our purpose than (4). The irreducible transition kernel entering into the integrand in (7) contains the total contribution from strong interactions and ψ P * is the Coulombic BS w.f. In the lowest order in α we neglect the difference between G −1 e and G −1 0 and define the strong transition amplitude, according to the well-known relation G
. With the use of the explicit expression for the BS w.f.
where w = m 2 π + p 2 and the 3-dimensional Coulombic w.f. in the lowest order in α is written in the following form [17] 
we get
The w.f.Ψ 1 ( q 1 ) rapidly decreases at the momenta q 
, and Ψ 1 (0) is the Schrödinger Coulombic w.f. at the origin (1) and ∆E 1 is the energy shift of the 1S Coulombic level (E 1 ) due to the strong interactions.
The amplitude T π + π − →π 0 π 0 strong at the elastic threshold is expressed through the S-wave ππ scattering lengths (the isotopic invariance of pure strong interactions is assumed when the scattering amplitudes are expressed in terms of scattering lengths in I = 0 and I = 2 channels)
The normalization constant C is calculated perturbatively. To this end, we substitute (6) into the normalization condition for the w.f.χ P (p). As a result, we get
Further, we write the Green function G π + π − →π + π − in Eq. (6) in the following form:
By taking account of (11), the w.f.χ P (p) in the first perturbative approximation has the following form
where
0 − V e . Now we multiply Eq. (12) by 
and after simple transformations we get
It is easy to verify that in expression (14) the main contribution to the integral comes from the term containing the free Green function
Having neglected the dependence of the π + π − strong interaction potential on the energy in the vicinity of the elastic threshold and calculating the integral in (14) containing
Finally, the expression for the π + π − atom lifetime takes the following form:
where we have separately indicated the corrections coming from the energy level shift (−
and from the change of the w.f. normalization (−
). Note that the correction due to the change of the w.f. normalization is a genuine relativistic effect and arises due to the fact that the free Green function in the BS equation depends on the bound state mass in a power more than two. In the quantum mechanics, where G
0 (E) = 0 and the potential does not depend on energy, it is well known that the normalization of the w.f. does not change in the first order of perturbation theory.
Thus, we have obtained the correction to the formula for the π + π − atom lifetime [6] [10, 11] but not the result from ref. [18] where an unphysically large value of this correction was obtained. The small size of the pure strong first-order corrections indicates that it is important to evaluate the electromagnetic corrections as well as to take into account the dynamical retardation effect [12] which stems from the noninstantaneous nature of the one-photon exchange interaction in the 4-dimensional BS approach. These corrections can perturbatively be taken into account in the irreducible kernel (4), corresponding to the A 2π decay.
